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Almtract--Iteration functions discussed previously by Traub are first generalized to abstract spaces and 
this formulation isemployed to obtain high-order solutions of linear and nonlinear elliptic boundary-value 
problems. For the application of the procedure, discretizations of two different orders are required. The 
numerical solutions of the higher-order discretized system are obtained by an iterative procedure which 
uses the solution of the lower-order system. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An iterative procedure is described here to obtain the accuracy of a high-order method using a 
lower-order method. Although the procedure described here can be used in a variety of situations, 
we shall initially restrict our discussion to two-dimensional elliptic problems with Dirichlet 
boundary conditions. In this paper it is assumed that we have two types of discretizations available 
for a given problem, one of which is a low-order discretization (LOD) and the other is a high-order 
discretization (HOD) [1, 2]. It is also assumed that the algebraic system H(v) = 0 for the HOD is 
either difficult or more expensive to solve than the system L (v) = 0 arising from the use of the LOD. 
In this procedure the later system is solved more than once, usually twice to achieve the desired 
accuracy of the HOD. The difference between the proposed method and some of the existing 
methods will be discussed later in the paper. 
To illustrate our ideas, let us consider a model problem of two-dimensional e liptic partial 
differential equations with Dirichlet boundary conditions on a rectangle which we denote by 
"D24", for which the LOD is a finite difference discretization of order O(h 2) on a uniform mesh 
of size h and the HOD is of O(h 4) over the same grid. The LOD usually requires a 9-point stencil 
(or a 5-point stencil if the cross derivative is absent). Similarly, the HOD of O(h 4) requires 
anywhere from 13 to 25 points depending upon the scheme used. The use of a formula involving 
13 or more mesh points is inconvenient because the coefficient matrix is no longer banded, due 
to the use of special formulas near the boundaries. However, in the procedure proposed here, the 
system of equations H(v) = 0 is never solved. Therefore, the structure of the coefficient matrix does 
not play any significant role. A detailed discussion of this problem is given in Section 3. 
Let H and L be mappings which are linear or nonlinear with domain and range in a Banach 
space B. Two questions arise. First, if L is invertible (at least locally) and H is "close" enough to 
L, under what conditions is H also invertible? Second, if both H and L are invertible, is there an 
iterative scheme to approach H-  ~ starting from L -  m ? For H and L linear, answers to both these 
questions are known [3-6] and some of the results are summarized in Section 2. 
The purpose of this paper is to study how these iterative schemes can be applied to solve some 
linear elliptic problems and then examine possible extensions of the procedure to solve some 
nonlinear problems. Although, the theoretical results for the nonlinear case are still under 
investigation, all our numerical experiments confirm that the proposed scheme works for the 
nonlinear case as well. Details are given in Section 4. 
In the rest of this section we give a brief introduction of our approach using the model problem 
"D24". In order to solve the system of equations H(v) = 0 we employ Newton's method: 
Xk+,=(2I--XkH)Xk, Xo=L -', k=0,1 ,2 , . . . ,  (1) 
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where Xk is an operator such that Xk~H - ~ as k--}oo. In practice it is not necessary to obtain L -  
explicitly. It is seen that the well-known quadratic onvergence for the linear case still holds for 
the nonlinear case as well. Also, as given in Section 3, if the truncation error of X0 = L - 1 is of the 
order O(h:), then the truncation error of XI is of order O(h4), hence only one iteration is generally 
required. This is perhaps the most interesting aspect of the scheme when it is applied to elliptic 
problems. It is also possible to extend these ideas using higher-order approximations a shown by 
a "D26" problem. 
In the general case, we suggest he following iterative process: 
Xk+1=Gm(X,) Xo=L- landk=O,  1,2, . . . ,  (2) 
with {X, } converging to H-1. The construction of the iteration function GI involves the operator 
H only. The inversion of H which is generally difficult or uneconomical is thus avoided. As 
compared to other methods, such as Richardson's extrapolation or the use of multigrids to achieve 
higher-order accuracy, the procedure given here does not require computations with two or more 
different mesh sizes. Although the difference-correction method of Fox [7-9] also requires only one 
fixed mesh, the improvement requires an a priori estimate of the truncation error which is often 
difficult to derive. The process given in expression (2) requires k--} oo to obtain H-J ,  however, in 
practice we require only one iteration to achieve the desired accuracy by properly choosing the 
orders of L and H and the value of m. Finally, the process described here can be used for more 
general problems. 
2. ITERATIVE SOLUTION OF INVERSE MAPPINGS 
Let us consider a family of operators (generally nonlinear) which map a Banach space B into 
itself. Let P and Q be any two operators in the family. Let en = [IX - Xn II denote the error for each 
n > 0. If positive constants a and 2 exists, with e, + i /e~,~ as n ~ oo, the sequence {X~} is said to 
converge to X with a as the order of convergence while 2 is the asymptotic error constant. The set 
of all bounded linear operators from B to B is again a Banach space which we will denote by .~(B), 
with respect o the norm IIP ][ = sup [[Px l[ for [[ x [[ = 1. 
Let H and L be two operators from a subset of B into B. Suppose that H and L are "close" 
to each other in some sense. To obtain a solution v of H(v)= O, we propose to obtain an 
approximation to H -l by an iterative procedure using L - I  as an initial approximation. It is 
assumed that H-1 exists (at least locally). The successive approximations of H-1 are denoted by 
Xm, k in the iterative scheme 
Xm, o = L -1 
Xm, k = Gm(Xra, k_  1), 
where 
G, - -~ (-  I);- ' (7') ([ ]H)i-'[ ]. (3) 
i=I 
In scheme (3) we have used the placeholder notation [ ] which represents the place where the 
oprands of the operator is to be inserted. In the one-dimensional case, the iteration function G, 
in scheme (3) can be deduced from the "basic sequence" E, defined by Traub [10, p. 78] whenever 
E, is applied to the scalar equation f(x) = x -l - H = 0. For instance, G2(X) = (21 - XH)X 
corresponds to E2(x)= x -f(x)/f '(x), which is of order 2; where m --3, the iteration function. 
G3(X) = (31 - 3XH + (XH)~)X corresponds to E3(x ) = x - f (x )/f ' (x ) - (f "(x )/f ' (x )) (f(x )/ 
f' (x))2/2!, which is of order 3; etc. If H and L are linear, the following theorem can be arrived 
at by using some known results given in Ref. [4, p. 94]. For the convenience of the reader, a proof 
of the theorem is given in the Appendix. Note that expression (1) is a special case of scheme (3) 
for m =2.  
Theorem 
Let H and L be bounded linear operators from B into B and assume that L is invertible with 
II H - L j] < HL -j II-'. Then H is also invertible and the double sequence {X~.k} defined by scheme 
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(3) satisfies: 
(1) Xm, k.-.~H -I either as k--,oo (m fixed) or as m--,oo (k fixed). 
(2) Era, k = E ~, where E,., k = I - X., k H and E ffi I - L -i H. 
r,-,'-'--' ] (3) ,:oY-" E," L - ' :  , E' L - '  m = 2 ,3 , . . . ; k  = 1,2 . . . . .  
(5) H-  I _ Xm,k = E m* - i (H -  i _ L - t ). 
In our applications we propose to use the special case of k = I only, which means we only do 
one iteration. For this case we have 
X2. i = (21 - L - t H)  L -  i, 
X3,1 = (31 - 3L -I H + (L -I H) 2) L -I, 
X4,1 = (4I - 6L -~ H + 4(L -l H)  2 -- (L -1 H)  3) L -1 . . . . .  
Also, if H ~ Ae(B) and G.  is an operator from ~e(B) into .Y(B), then Gm is equivalent to 
Gm = ~'. (I - [ ]H)'-'[ ]. 
iffil 
The sequence X~k approaches H-I  either as k ~ oo or as m ~ oo. For each value of m the sequence 
represents a method of order m which may appear attractive. In practice however we require L - 
explicitly if we have k > I. For k = I the sequence converges linearly to H -I with m (since 
Era, ~ = E m) but does not require L -I explicitly. Therefore, in this paper we consider the sequences 
{Xm.k} for k = I only. The choice of m depends upon the orders of the two discretizations used. 
For the problem "D24" we choose m = 2, because the LOD and the HOD are of orders 2 and 
4, respectively, and m = 4/2 as explained in Section 3. 
A simple example is given here to demonstrate how scheme (3) works in the nonlinear case. 
Consider the problem of finding arctan (v). Let H = tan [ ], L -~= I -  e -[] and X2,k = Xk, then 
scheme (3) approximates H- l= arctan [ ] by the sequence XK starting with X0 = I -e  -[] and 
Xk+, = (21 -- Xk tan)Xk[ ] (m = 2) or XK+, = (31 -- 3Xk tan + (Xk tan)2)Xk[ ] (m = 3), k = 0, 
I .... Table I indicates the accuracy of X~, X2 and X3. The significant figures have been underlined 
to show the quadratic or cubic convergence of the method. 
3. APPL ICATION TO L INEAR ELL IPT IC PROBLEMS 
To simplify the discussion, we confine ourselves to some Dirichlet problems defined on the unit 
square R with boundary aR. We first describe how the scheme in Section 2 can be applied to a 
general inear elliptic differential equation (DE) like 
T(u)  = auxx + buxy + cuyy + dux + euy + fu  = g, (4) 
where a, b . . . . .  g are functions of x and y, 0 ~< x, y ~< 1 and 4ac > b 2. For the discretization we 
use finite differences. We place a square grid G = {(x~,yt), i , j  =0,  1 . . . . .  n} with the grid step 
h = 1/n. For both the LOD and HOD of the DE and the boundary condition (BC), we use the 
most straightforward approach and replace the derivatives by divided differences and replace the 
Table I 
m 2 3 
y 0.4 0.8 0.4 0.8 
tan-'  (y) 0.380506 0.674741 0.380506 0.674741 
X o (y) 0.329680 0.550671 0.329680 0.550671 
X~(y) 0.]69589 0.642508 0.]77548 0.665329 
X 2 (y) 0.]79840 0.672302 0 .3 -80506 0.~4740 
X3 (y ) 0.310503 0.6"74728 
C.A.M.W.A. 16/4--B 
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coefficients by their values at the centre of the cell. This results in two linear systems of N algebraic 
equations where N = (n -  1) 2. Natural ordering is used to label the interior grid points con- 
secutively from left to right and from bottom to top. We denote by {P: i = 1 . . . . .  N} the ordered 
grid points. 
Let the finite difference quations resulting from the use of differences of order O (h 2) and O (h 4) 
respectively, be denoted by 
L(v)  = r and H(v)  = r (5) 
where r = (g(Pi)  . . . . .  g(PN)) + and H and L are N x N matrices. The Dirichlet BC (v is specified 
on OR) is incorporated in the discretizations. This is our model problem "D24" described in Section 
1 where 2 and 4 indicate the order of discretization. 
The truncation error is defined as the max-norm II Hpu-  pTu tl or I l Lpu-  pTu II, where the 
mapping p is the restriction of u or Tu onto the ordered grid points. The discretization error is 
defined as the max-norm of pu* - v, where u* is the exact solution of DE (4) for the given BC. 
Under appropriate conditions on the smoothness of T and the forcing function g, the order of the 
truncation error is usually the same as the discretization error. For the elliptic problem considered 
here the parameter m in scheme (3) is set to 2 to obtain 
Xk+~=(21--XkH) Xk with x0=L-~,  k=l ,2  . . . . .  (6) 
To simplify our notation we have replaced X2,k by xk. By the theorem in Section 2, the order of 
convergence of the sequence (of matrices) {Xk} is quadratic provided that II I - L - IH  II < 1. In fact, 
by conclusion (5) of the theorem. 
H- '  - Xk = (I -- L -~ H)2k- l (H  - t  - X0) -- (I - L -1 H)  2k H -I. (7) 
It will be shown in the following proposition that Xt is an O(h  4) approximation toH- ' .  Since H-1  r 
is also an O(h  4) approximation to u*, one iteration is sufficient. 
Proposition 
If I I Lpu-pTu  II = O(h2), Ilnpu-pTu II = O(h4) ,  and if H and L are nonsingular, then 
II H-1 --  XI II = O(h4), where Xt = G2(L - l )  = 2L-1 _ L - I  HL  -1 
Proof(outl ine). Evidently, IILpu -Hpu II = O(h 2) from the assumptions. Since u is arbitrary, it 
can be shown that R ~ = {pu: u belongs to the underlying space of T}. Therefore 11L - H II = O(h 2) 
and hence III - Z - '  H II = O(h2). By equation (7), H -t - Xj = (I - L -I H) 2 H -I and we conclude 
that IIH -j - X~ 11 = O(h4)  • 
Remark 
Suppose that L(v)  = r and H(v)  = r are of second- and sixth-order accuracy, a "D26" problem, 
then the following scheme should be used so that X~ has sixth-order accuracy: 
Xk=(3I--3(Xk_lH)+(Xk_lH)2)Xk_l, k=l ,2  . . . .  (Xk=X3, k). (8)  
Likewise, for a "D~]" problem where i divides j, one should use scheme (3) with m =j/ i .  
Now we give an overview algorithm for scheme (6): 
Algorithm 3.1 
Objective: Solve H(v)= r for the approximate solution. 
Assumption: p iterations are needed to satisfaction. 
Procedure: 
1. Define fk(u) recursively as follows: 
a. fo(u)= L- l  u (i.e. solve Lx = u for f0(u)). 
b. fk (u )=(2 fk - l - - f k - jH f t - l )U ,  (k >i 1). 
2. Output [fp(r)] for the approximate solution. 
Comment: We do not need L -~ explicitly. 
Numerical results (linear case) 
For the numerical examples given here, the observed rate of convergence R is given by R = 
In (e(hO/e(h2))/ln (h2/hj), where e(hi) = I[ piu* - vi II is the discretization error with grid step hi, u* is 
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Table 2. Maximum abeolute rrors (a = 1, b = 5) 
h- '  vo[O(h2)] Order R v,[O(h~)] Order R 
8 0.29(-i) 0.4,4(-2) 
16 o.71 (-2) 2.0 0.10(-3) 5.5 
32 0,18 (-2)  1.9 0.51 (--5) 4.3 
64 0.45 (-3)  2.0 0,36 (-6)  3.8 
Table 3. Maximum absolute rrors (a = 5, b = 10) 
h -l V o [O(h2)] Order R vl [O(h4)] Order R 
8 0.84 ( -  1) 0.24 ( -  1) 
16 0.22 ( -  1) 1.9 0.12 (-2) 4.3 
32 0.57 ( - 2) 2.0 0.36 ( -  4) 5.1 
64 0.14 ( -  2) 2.0 0.39 ( -  5) 3.2 
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the exact solution and p~ is the restriction map. The computations were carried on a VAX 8600 
computer using double-precision mode and the system of linear equations were solved by the point 
SOR method. The iterations were terminated when the difference between two consecutive iterates 
was < ¢. The value of E was chosen depending upon the value of h. 
Example 3. I. Consider the elliptic equation 
e2~Uxx+ea~x-y)uxy+e2"yu,+eatx+Y)(Ux+Uy)+b2eZ~Y(1-e2'=)u=g(x,y) (a>~O) 
on the unit square S = {(x, y): 0 ~< x, y ~< 1} with u 10s = l(x, y), where g and I were chosen such 
that the exact solution is u*= cos by + sin b(x -y ) .  In Table 2, vi =f~(r), for i = 1, 2. For the 
meaning o f f ,  refer to algorithm 3.1. 
Example 3.2. Consider the elliptic problem 
(1 + x 4) u~x + (cos x) (cos y)Uxy + (1 + y4) Uyy + (1 + cos x)ux + (1 + cos y)uy - u = g(x, y) 
on the unit square S, with u Ilas = given. The exact solution is 
u * = (cosh(ax)/cosh(a)) + (sinh (by)/sinh(b)). 
See Table 3. 
These and several other examples indicate that the method achieves the desired order in one 
iteration. 
4. NONLINEAR ELLIPTIC PROBLEMS 
Let us consider an application of scheme (3) to a boundary-value problem for the nonlinear 
elliptic equation in a bounded and closed domain given by 
F(x, y, u, u,,, u, uxx, U,,y, Uyy) = 0. (9) 
Equation (9) can be discretized on a 9-point cell at each interior mesh point by using O(h 2) divided 
differences. Let the resulting system of equations be L(v) = 0. Similarly, let H(v) = 0 be an O(M) 
discretization obtained by using 25-point cell for each interior mesh point and special formulas for 
the mesh points near the boundary. 
Example 4.1. Consider the semilinear elliptic problem 
ux~ + Uyy = u 2 (x 2 + y2) e-~y 
in the unit square S, subject o the Dirichlet BC u los = given, such that the exact solution is u* = e ~y. 
See Table 4. 
Table 4. Maximum absolute rrors 
h- ~ v0 [O(h2)] Order R v~ [O(h*)] Order S 
8 0.43 ( -  4) 0.24 ( -- 5) 
16 0.1 ! ( -4)  2.0 0A7 (-6) 3.8 
32 0.29(-5) 1.9 0.11 ( -7)  4.0 
64 0.72 (-6)  2.0 0.71 (-9)  4.0 
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Table 5. Maximum absolute rrors 
h-) v 0 [O(h2)] Order R v I [O(h')] Order R 
8 0.22(-3) 0.13(-5) 
16 0.56(-4) 2.0 0.55(-7) 4.6 
32 0.14(-4) 2.0 0.12(-8) 5.5 
64 0.35 (-5) 2.0 0,81 ( -  10) 3.9 
Table 6. Maximum absolute rrors 
h -t v 0 [O(h2)] Order R v I [O(h4)] Order R 
8 0.14(-3) 0.24(-5) 
16 0.35 (-4) 2.0 0.82 (-7) 4.9 
32 0.88 ( -  5) 2.0 0.53 ( -  8) 4.0 
64 0.22(-5) 2.0 0.36(-9) 3.9 
We also inc lude  some examples  o f  non l inear  two-po in t  boundary -va lue  prob lems.  
Example 4.2. Cons ider  the  prob lem 
Uxx+exp(u)=O 0<x < 1, 
w i th  the BC: u (0)=0=u(1) .  The  exact  so lu t ion  is g iven  [11] by x*  = ln{2Ak2_exp( -kx) /  
[1 + A exp( -kx) ]2} ,  where  A = exp(k /2 ) ,  k = 42, where  2 is the root  o f  cosh(2)  = 2x /22 .  For  th is  
p rob lem we choose  2 = 0 .379291149762689.  See Tab le  5. 
Example 4.3. Cons ider  the prob lem 
uxx + 2u Jx  + 2 [exp(u)  + exp(u /2) ]  = 0, 1 < x < 2, 
w i th  the BC so that  the  exact  so lu t ion  is u*= 2 In[2/(1 + x2)]. See Tab le  6. 
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APPENDIX  
Proof of the Theorem of Section 2 
By the assumption I[ H - L [] < ][ L - i [] - i and the well-known perturbation lemma [12, p. 45], the existence of L - i implies 
the existence of H-I.  Let X,., 0 -- L -  m be the initial approximation of H-I. Then 
E =(H -I - - L - I )H  =I -L  -I H =l -Xm,  oH =Era, o 
is the initial relative error, with 
[I E H = IIE,., 0 II = II L -1 (L - H) [I ~< I1L - t II II L - e [I < 1. 
Now we seek a better approximation X,., i to H-  t such that E~,. i -- E~, 0 for some m t> 2. That is, 
I -Xm, .Hf ( I - -Xm,  oH) m= (-l)'('fl)(Xm, oH) '= I -  (X,~.o H)  '- I  Xm, oH 
i=0  i 
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and hence 
m i - I  X,.: = ( -1 )  ' - I  (,) (X.,oH ,o" 
I 
Generalizing this single iteration by replacing 1by k and 0 by k - 1, we arrive at scheme (3) with the order of convergence 
m in the sense that Em, k=E~,k_ 1= "~ =E '~. , • "' = Era,0 Now it is clear that conclusions (1) and (2) of the theorem follow 
by recalling that E,. .k=l-X,. ,kH. To show conclusions (3) we need only to notice that 
Xm, k=( l - -E"~)H- l= E l ( I -E )H- I=  ~ E~L -I, 
I_ ~-0 i=o 
and the following identity (which can be proven by mathematical induction): 
mk--I k - I  m- I  
~, E '= I-I ~,, (E~'), m,k=l ,2  . . . . . .  
i=0  i=0  j=O 
the conclusions (4) and (5) are obvious implications from equations (1)-(3). This completes the proof. 
